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Physically and conceptually Johan-
nes Wald’s work examines sculpture, 
deconstructing its general perameters 
and the necessary tenets of its exis-
tence. Some of the works shown in the 
exhibition embody Wald‘s musings 
about his self image as an artist, “a 
conceptual artist, dreaming of beco-
ming a real sculptor“. 
Through a prolonged process of san-
ding and polishing in Stade du Miroir, 
Wald transforms a piece of obsidian 
into a mirror. Through Wald’s labor, 
the dull surface of the stone is con-
verted into a shiny one, capable of 
reflecting the artist’s image and our 

outside world. The title of this work 
refers to the mirror stage, „stade du 
miroir“, phase of developmental psy-
chology, which describes the moment 
of apperception when children reco-
gnize themselves in a mirror for the 
first time and perceive themselves as 
independent individuals. This marks 
the birth of the personality. It is the 
physical act of making which enables 
the artist to find himself and the world 
reflected. 
In a similar moment of self reflection, 
a stack of bronze bars, titled Giovan-
ni Bosco – scultore incompiuto (Gio-
vanni Bosco is the translation of the 

artist’s name in Italian) suggests ano-
ther possible corporeality. Seven bron-
ze ingots whose weight corresponds to 
the weight of the artist apparently wait 
to find their final form while being put 
on stage as a valid sculpture. As the 
title suggests, the state of being in-
complete but existing, relates to the 
psychology of its author.
Another aspect of Wald’s practice is 
exemplified in the bronze work Un-
titled (various poses), a bronze cast 
of human legs cut into pieces at the 
joints. The joints are replaced by fle-
xible straps which allow the legs to 
be bent and twisted in an ad hoc man-

ner, remaining mobile despite lacking 
joints. With their flexibility and the 
makeshift style in which they are posi-
tioned, the legs could likely be shown 
in endless positions. Untitled (various 
poses) becomes a sculpture in a sub-
junctive mood, invoking the idea of 
time, movement and impermanence. 
The last work (untitled) consists of 
two framed white paper sheets, em-
bossed with the word „inspiro“ on one 
sheet and „espiro“ on the other. 
With this work Wald closes the circ-
le, equating art making with the act of 
breathing, linking his work to his bare 
existence.



untitled
2017

embossed paper
each 47 x 36 cm



untitled (various poses)
2018
bronze, stainless steel, textile
100 x 38 x 45 cm



stade du miroir
2018

hand-polished obsidian
19,5 x 16,5 x 3,5 cm 



Giovanni Bosco, scultore incompiuto
2018

bronze
variable dimensions
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